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Household Energy Emissions
are determined by…?



Burning wood is a human’s oldest task.
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People still need energy from combustion
home as a system
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“To be sure, there are 
tended fires that burn 
unenclosed by roof 
and walls, and there 
exist lodgings without 
flame. But hearth and 
house have rarely 
remained separated 
for long: together 
they make a home.”

-- Stephen J. Pyne, Fire: 
A Brief History, 2001 

Platt Powell Ryder (1821-1896), Lady Beside Hearth

home as a system
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The home and its appliances provide many services

cooking food

heating

washing

lighting

food safety

clean 
drinking water earning money

home as a system
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The household is a web of systems



About 1% of the fuel turns into particles, 
and another 5% into reactive gases.
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~15% of global CO2 emission
Much recaptured by biomass

~25% of global emission of
carbon particles
Much emitted indoors or near 
breathing zones

smoke has a cost



Uncontrolled combustion has a health cost
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About 4 million
premature deaths
per year

smoke has a cost



Uncontrolled combustion has an air quality cost
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van Donkelaar et al., Env. Health. Persp., 2010

World Health Organization guideline

smoke has a cost
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UNEP Integrated Assessment of Black Carbon and Tropospheric Ozone, 2011

Reducing uncontrolled combustion may have a 
climate benefit

includes
solid-fuel 

improvement

Reducing greenhouse gases

Reducing some air pollutants

smoke has a cost



Household energy emissions

affect immediate users’ health
o has knock-on effects on livelihood and education

affect all humans via the atmosphere 
and climate systems
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Recognized in Sustainable 
Development Goal 7

7.1.1 Universal access to electricity
7.1.2 Access to clean fuels & technologies for cooking

smoke has a cost



Energy transitions benefit everyone 
uncontrolled combustion has human and environmental costs

11smoke has a cost

Energy transitions must reach everyone
in order to benefit everyone.



Energy transitions depend on income.
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Cooking with liquefied petroleum gas

Photos: Philips NDTV; D. Barnes

Cooking with raw wood

who’s left behind?
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Better stove+
fuel combinations

Photos: ABC Machinery, WWF Nepal

Cooking with raw wood

Biogas
All require some kind of
cash outlay, sustained 
engagement,and access

Densified briquettes

Energy transitions depend on income

who’s left behind?
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Energy transitions depend on income

14who’s left behind?



Increasing income enables people to make the transition…
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Low inequality (Gini = 0.05)

who’s left behind?



Transition occurs for those who can afford it.
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Moderate inequality (Gini=0.3)

who’s left behind?



Suppose energy transition enables income growth…
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Low Gini start (0.03), 10% hop probability

who’s left behind?
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Med Gini start (0.3), 30% hop probability

If energy transition is an enabler, inequity gets worse

who’s left behind?



Energy transitions benefit everyone 
uncontrolled combustion has human and environmental costs

Energy transitions must reach everyone in 
order to benefit everyone

19

In order to reach everyone, we have to
understand how transitions occur

who’s left behind?



Some transitions are successful
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Solar panels in Maasai community

2g network in Nepal

photos: sun-connect-ea.org, Nepali Telecom practical re-envisioning
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Devices burn available fuel 
more cleanly

Feb 2019

Fuel-device pairs
are delivered

images: cleantechnica, tvindialive.in, amazon.com practical re-envisioning

And solutions have led to many happy people

Clean-burning fuel
is made cheaper



However, energy transitions at the lowest 
incomes have been persistently difficult

22practical re-envisioning

People just wouldn’t use 
the stove. They probably 

need more education.

Cultural differences are 
really hard to overcome.

We gave them a 
free stove, but 
they use it only 

for tea.
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Remember:
The household is a complex 
and interconnected system



People don’t want energy;
they want the services that energy provides.
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These human needs set priorities

practical re-envisioning



Energy service characteristics (by an engineer)
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Energy Quantity
Relates to Cost

Maximum Power
Relates to Physical Limitations

Portability
Where do you need it?

Timeliness
When do you need it?

Transformation Specificity
What kind of energy do you need?

practical re-envisioning
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Energy Quantity
Relates to Cost

Maximum Power
Relates to Physical Limitations

Portability
Where do you need it?

Timeliness
When do you need it?

Transformation Specificity
What kind of energy do you need?

fixed in kitchen

inside/outside

house/field anywhere on road

practical re-envisioning

Energy service characteristics (by an engineer)
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Energy Quantity
Relates to Cost

Maximum Power
Relates to Physical Limitations

Portability
Where do you need it?

Timeliness
When do you need it?

Transformation Specificity
What kind of energy do you need?

specific minute

specific hour

specific day

practical re-envisioning

Energy service characteristics (by an engineer)
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Energy Quantity
Relates to Cost

Maximum Power
Relates to Physical Limitations

Portability
Where do you need it?

Timeliness
When do you need it?

Transformation Specificity
What kind of energy do you need?

electricity
illumination

work
concentrated heat

diffuse heat More specific = more expensive

practical re-envisioning

Energy service characteristics (by an engineer)



29re-envision practically

tea

small rice

livelihood 
activities *

space heat (volume)

space heat (point)

illumination 4hr

mobile phone charge

large beans

$$££€€

infrastructure/equipment

practical re-envisioning



30re-envision practically

tea

small rice

livelihood 
activities

space heat (volume)

space heat (point)

illumination 4hr

mobile phone charge

large beans

5000

500

50

5

0.5

Cost ($/year*)

* assumptions:
20% efficiency, 

$0.1/kWh,1 event/day

practical re-envisioning



31re-envision practically

tea

small rice

livelihood 
activities

space heat (volume)

space heat (point)

illumination 4hr

mobile phone charge

large beans

5000

500

50

5

0.5

Cost ($/year*)

* assumptions:
20% efficiency, 

$0.1/kWh,1 event/day

energy burden zone

practical re-envisioning



Energy transitions benefit everyone 
uncontrolled combustion has human and environmental costs

Energy transitions must reach everyone in 
order to benefit everyone

To enable transition, we need to understand 
energy choice
depends on the bundle of services people want and need, as 
well as income

32who’s left behind?



SUPPLEMENTAL
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Engineer’s identification of service characteristics
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Energy Quantity
Relates to Cost

Maximum Power
Relates to Physical Limitations

Portability
Where do you need it?

Timeliness
When do you need it?

Transformation Specificity
What kind of energy do you need?

Space heat

Interoperability

Cooking

practical re-envisioning



Engineer’s identification of service characteristics
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Energy Quantity
Relates to Cost

Maximum Power
Relates to Physical Limitations

Portability
Where do you need it?

Timeliness
When do you need it?

Transformation Specificity
What kind of energy do you need?

Space heat

Interoperability

Mobile 
charging

practical re-envisioning


